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Venezuela doctors 
under regime pressure 
during UN visit 

Venezuelan doctors have come under pres-
sure from President Nicolas Maduro’s
government for trying to alert a visiting

UN mission about the severe lack of hospital
medicine and equipment, NGOs say. Venezuelan
authorities say that US sanctions freezing $30
billion in assets have blocked imports of basic
items including medicine. But they have roughly
stomped down on dissenting voices saying much
of the resulting medical emergency is the fault of
mismanagement, the NGOs allege.

“They forcibly booted out the head of a med-
ical school in Maracay (west of Caracas) and
since then we haven’t heard from her,” said Jaime
Lorenzo, executive director of one association
called Medicos Unidos (Doctors United). “She
protested against the repression of medical
staff,” he said. An opposition lawmaker, Jose
Manuel Olivares, who is also an oncologist and
radiotherapist, on Twitter said she was “the third
doctor in two weeks to be persecuted for having
denounced the situation in the hospitals.”

On Sunday a clash erupted when a pro-
regime crowd threw stones at hospital staff in the
northwest city of Barquisimeto as they waited for
the arrival of representatives of the UN High
Commissioner of Human Rights. According to
Medicos Unidos, the repression has worsened
over the past two weeks. “We have drawn atten-
tion to our patients dying for lack of supplies and
equipment. Doctors have been arrested without
any reason at all,” Lorenzo said.

‘Precarious situation’ 
On Saturday, a young doctor in the state of

Carabobo, Ronnie Villasmil, tweeted that he was
leaving Venezuela after being summoned by
police for having contacted the UN mission.
“Now I have to flee like a criminal and my mother
is crying over it,” he wrote. “They want to
deprive me of liberty. My only crime is wanting
to raise the alarm over the precarious situation in
Carabobo’s hospitals,” he said.

The visiting five-member UN team has
declined all contact with media. It is officially in
the country on a “preliminary technical mission”
to prepare for a possible visit by the High
Commissioner for Human Rights, former Chilean
president Michelle Bachelet, who was formally
invited by Maduro’s government in November.

The team was finally able to visit the hospital
in Barquisimeto when doctors and local officials
provided an escort. A doctor who spoke with
the visitors said she told them of all that was
missing at the hospital. “I told them that patients
we operated on can’t get chemotherapy here
and those unable to buy it abroad die. And
when I told them how much we earn, their jaws
dropped,” she told AFP on condit ion of
anonymity.

In crisis-hit  Venezuela, a doctor earns
between 18,000 and 30,000 bolivars per
month-the equivalent of $6 to $10. The non-
governmental organizations also said authorities
had gone to length to try to cover up the extent
of the problems by hastily slapping fresh paint
down and hauling in last-minute deliveries. “In
Valencia (in Carabobo state) and Barquisimeto
we saw two trucks delivering medicine and
equipment to hospitals the mission was going to
visit,” Lorenzo said.

Exodus of doctors 
A human rights NGO critical of the govern-

ment, Provea, slammed “these camouflage opera-
tions before the UN mission’s arrival,” saying the
sudden appearance of supplies was “testimony
to the government’s negligence and cruelty”. In
Venezuela’s public hospitals, 90 percent of med-
ical items are missing and nearly all the state lab-
oratories are closed, according to a survey by
another NGO, Doctors for Health, with the oppo-
sition-ruled National Assembly. Maduro’s gov-
ernment has released no official figures on the
state of public hospitals for three years.

The situation in the impoverished yet oil-rich
South American country has been worsened by
an exodus of doctors, tens of thousands of whom
have left, according to Lorenzo. According to the
UN, 3.4 million Venezuelans have abandoned
their country, with more than three-quarters of
them - 2.7 million - leaving since 2015. Matters
were made worse when a weeklong, nationwide
blackout early this month paralyzed the country
and knocked out power to hospitals, many of
which did not have working generators. —AFP
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View of an abandoned boat on the dried Aculeo Lake in Paine, about 70 km southwest of Santiago on March 5, 2019. —AFP

At orphanage, 
elephants find 
new life, love 

Luggard, a lively three-year-old, limps behind
the rest of his ragtag troupe of orphan ele-
phants, halting to graze or rub against a tree.

When he was just five months old, Luggard was
found struggling to keep up with his herd in Kenya’s
Tsavo East National Park. He had been shot twice.
One bullet pierced his left front foot, and another
shattered his right, hind femur just above the knee
joint. The calf was discovered “too late for succesful
surgery,” said Edwin Lusichi, 42, head keeper at the
Sheldrick Wildlife Trust (SWT) elephant nursery in
Nairobi National Park, Luggard’s new home.

With the rest of the gang of 20 elephant babies in
this unusual orphanage, Luggard comes charging
with great enthusiasm, though hobbling heavily on
his deformed leg, out of the bush for a 9:00 am feed-
ing. The calves greedily slurp from oversized “baby
bottles”, rumbling contentedly and trumpeting excit-
edly as they ingest the special mix of human baby
formula, water and vitamins. Each calf at the nursery
has a tragic story: Orphaned by poachers, drought,
or in conflict with humans encroaching ever further
into the few wild places left. “We rescue them from
just a few days old,” DSWT administrator Kirsty
Smith told AFP.

The youngest elephant in the center’s care is
Larro, 10 months. She was found lost and alone in the
Maasai Mara game reserve, likely after her family
clashed with humans. “Sometimes the elephants get
into the communities, farms and homes, people fight
them, chase them away, and in the process of the fight
they (the babies) get separated from their families,”
Lusichi explained. Without its mother, an elephant
calf will die. They are weaned between the ages of
five and 10, when they enter adolescence. Adulthood
starts around the age of 18, and left undisturbed, ele-
phants can live to be 70. But poaching claims many
prematurely. 

Killing for ornaments 
About 20,000 African elephants per year - 55 per

day - are killed, mainly for their tusks, according to
the WWF. “You’re killing a whole elephant just to
have the tusks! For what - just to have an ornament?”
asks an exasperated Lusichi. He points to Enkesha, a
tiny two-year-old. “You see the trunk? She was found
trapped in a snare” which al l  but severed the
appendage elephants use to breathe, eat, drink water,
and communicate.

Enkesha was rescued, stitched up, and after a long
rehabilitation, now uses her badly-scarred trunk
almost as normal, ripping up grass to eat and sucking
up water. The nursery keeps babies like Luggard,
Larro and Enkesha until they are about three - the
age at which elephants start craving more independ-
ence. But until then, they receive 24-7 care with a
bottle feeding every three hours. The babies sleep in
single wooden rooms at night, and the youngest each
have a keeper with them.

“It’s similar to spending a night in a bedroom

with... a human baby,” said Julius Shivegha, 43, one of
the caretakers. “We have to make sure that they are
well-covered with a blanket, to keep them warm...
They keep waking up for the milk... We are around for
reassurance and for company, just to make sure they
don’t feel lonely.”

The bond between animal and human is a close
one. During the daytime, the keepers accompany the
group as they wander about the savannah, browsing
and playing. They call their charges by name, and the
elephants respond. As a treat, the keepers prepare
mud baths into which the babies dive with abandon,
rolling and sliding about, blowing bubbles, and wildly
splashing the wet earth around with their trunks.

‘Sometimes we just cuddle’ 
“We sometimes play soccer with them,” said

Shivegha of the daily routine. “Sometimes we just
cuddle them, we hug them. Some of them will keep on
trying to just grab your hands or suck your fingers
like a pacifier. All of this makes them really close to
us... We are their mothers.” This makes for a “bitter-
sweet” separation: when the elephants graduate from
the nursery, they go to one of three reintegration
centers at Tsavo. Here they spend several years learn-
ing to live independently, eventually joining a herd or
forming their own and setting off into the wider park.

For disabled elephants like Luggard, the SWT runs
a haven in Kibwezi Forest with abundant food and
water all year round, and no human settlements near-
by. In 42 years, the trust has rehabilitated more than
230 orphan elephants. Over 120 are living wild and
have given birth to 30 known calves, said Smith.
Ending attacks on elephants will be difficult in a part
of the world where poverty and the danger posed to
human life and property by wild elephant herds, are
seen as justification.

To try and change mindsets, the SWT takes chil-
dren on excursions to cultivate a love for wildlife and
provides schools with books and desks with money
raised through its projects. Shivegha called for
“everyone’s support”, in creating alternatives to
poaching, such as small business opportunities, for
people who live near game reserves. Also, crucially,
“let’s try and stop the end product market, let’s tell
people to stop buying (ivory),” he urged. —AFP

The powerful 
meteor that 
no one saw

At precisely 11:48 am on Dec 18, 2018, a large
space rock heading straight for Earth at a speed
of 19 miles per second exploded into a vast ball

of fire as it entered the atmosphere, 15.9 miles above the
Bering Sea. From below, the only witnesses to this fiery
event may have been the fish that inhabit the frigid
waters between Russia and Alaska, as no human eye
caught sight of it. A meteor is the luminous phenomenon
that results when an asteroid or other celestial body
enters the Earth’s atmosphere. It is commonly called a
shooting star. If it does not fully vaporize and some part
of it hits the Earth’s surface, it is called a meteorite.

One of the first researchers to detect the event was
Peter Brown, a meteor scientist at the Department of
Physics and Astronomy at the University of Western
Ontario. On March 8, he was poring over December
data from the system used by the Comprehensive Test
Ban Treaty Organization to detect atmospheric explo-
sions caused by nuclear tests. The system is comprised
of seismic and acoustic sensors capable of picking up
infrasound, inaudible to the human ear, at a distance of
tens of thousands of miles. “Many of them detected the
sound waves from this explosion,” he told AFP. “If you
were directly under it, it would have been deafening.”

10 meters in diameter 
US military satellites spotted the explosion immedi-

ately. But it was not until March 8 that the Air Force
officially informed NASA, which logged the event in the
database of fireballs it has kept since 1988, according to
Lindley Johnson, NASA’s Planetary Defense Officer. “It
was almost immediately published on our website, with-
in 10 minutes, I would say,” he told AFP. NASA’s Center
for Near Earth Object Studies calculated the energy
released by the explosion to be 173 kilotons, more than
10 times as destructive as the 15-kiloton atomic bomb
that leveled Hiroshima in 1945.

It was the most powerful explosion in the atmos-
phere since the fireball that burst over the Russian town
of Chelyabinsk in 2013. That was 440 kilotons, and left
1,500 people injured, mostly from glass flying out of
smashed windows. The event was described on Monday
by scientists at the 50th Lunar and Planetary Science
Conference in Texas. When he read a report on the sub-
ject on the BBC, Simon Proud, a meteorologist and spe-
cialist in satellite data at Oxford University, decided to
check the archive of images collected by a Japanese
weather satellite, Himawari, which his center permanent-
ly monitors.

Bingo: the satellite was in the right place at the
right time, he told AFP. Proud published the image on
his Twitter account: what looks like an orange ball of
fire above the clouds and sea, but which is in fact a
cloud of dust from the meteor caught in the sunlight,
Brown said. As it turns out, NASA’s MODIS satellite
also photographed the dust cloud, the agency’s Kurtis
Thome told AFP Tuesday. “It doesn’t surprise me,”
said Patrick Michel, research director and asteroid
specialist at the observatory of the Cote d’Azur in
southern France. —AFP

Drought wipes Chilean lake from map
The cows and horses would have come for the last

blades of grass. Now their bones are scattered on
the cracked earth, victims of drought that wiped

Santiago’s weekend playground Lake Aculeo from the
map. Lake Aculeo’s demise is so sudden and complete it
seems as if someone had pulled a giant plug and let all the
water out. So sudden was it that as recently as 2011 the
4.6 square-mile (12 square-kilometer) lagoon was a thriv-
ing weekend getaway for people from the Chilean capital
an hour away. 

Thousands came here to swim, water-ski, sail or simply
cool off in the long austral summer. They camped along its
shores and lined up for tables at busy lakeside restaurants.
Now, water and cooling summers on Lake Aculeo are a
fast receding memory. “We have been suffering drought
for 10 years, and now the lake has disappeared, with
tourism, camping, business, everything,” laments Marcos
Contreras, a campsite employee. 

Wooden jetties now poke out grotesquely over the flat
plain of the lakebed. Canoes and speedboats gather dust
on the former lakeshore. A giant sign on the approach
shows the lake as it was - stark blue against the back-

drop of the towering Andes - saying “Help us to protect
the lagoon.”

Rainfall dries up 
Once boasting a depth of 20 feet (six meters) the water

level began to fall from 2011. By last May, the lake had
dried out completely. There’s no single explanation, though
climate change is a key factor. Locals and experts point to
a drastic decrease in rainfall. But agricultural practices
requiring vast amounts of water and lakeside development
are also factors. “My grandparents remember when tor-
rential rains fell for a minimum of a week, and today, if it’s
raining for two days, we’re lucky,” said Camila Nunez, 20,
who works in a nearby restaurant.

Average annual rainfall in central Chile during the 1980s
was nearly 14 inches (350 millimeters). By 2018, that had
fallen by half. Scientists predict it will continue to fall
because of global warming. “We are living through a very
prolonged period of drought that has lasted several years,”
said Eduardo Bustos, director of climate change research
at the Catholic University of Chile. “In the future, we see
that there is a tendency for rainfall to decrease, so it is

very likely that the next few years will be as dry as those
we have experienced.”

Around 70 percent of Chile’s population live in
drought-prone areas where rainfall has decreased signifi-
cantly. Experts estimate temperatures will continue to rise
until 2030 and water levels inland will drop by as much as
30 percent. But other factors have contributed to the eco-
logical disaster at Lake Aculeo. A viable lake meant boom-
ing tourism. It proved a magnet for developers. Second
homes and shops mushroomed, hiking up domestic water
demand in a short time. 

Farming put added pressure on the ecosystem which
led to over-exploitation of the lake for irrigation purposes,
particularly for the lucrative avocado crop. “The need for
water by crops in the adjacent agricultural area generated
pressure on the lagoon” until it was empty, said Bustos.
5What’s left behind is a dusty landscape of crusty earth
and spindly, dried shrubs. And summer memories for peo-
ple like Antonia Romero.  The 26-year-old who grew up on
its shores and is now employed at one of the few function-
ing campsites, left to reflect on its demise: “We were
killing the lake little by little.” —AFP

An orphan elephant is fed with milk by a keeper at the
David Sheldrick Wildlife Trust (DSWT) elephant orphanage
in Nairobi on March 12, 2019. —AFP


